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SARAH BOLMARCICH

The Athenian Regulations for Samos (IG I3 48) Again*
1

In 1931 and 1932 H. T. Wade-Gery and B. D. Meritt published what have become
the definitive restorations of the Athenian treaty with Samos after the latter’s revolt
from and defeat by Athens in 440/39.1 In the intervening 75-plus years, their restora-
tions, published by ATL and IG I3, have occasionally been questioned, largely on the
basis of the number of letter-spaces per line (35) that Wade-Gery assigned to the
inscription; new or disputed readings that would alter their restorations significantly
have also been suggested.2 From the viewpoint of Athenian imperial studies, however,
Wade-Gery and Meritt’s restorations are unsatisfactory on historical as well as
epigraphic grounds: their restorations have the Samians and the Athenians swearing
reciprocal oaths to one another, a situation unparalleled in any other Athenian impe-
rial decree,3 and the usual oaths sworn between Athens and a defeated ally are severely
truncated by their restorations. This paper considers the current restorations, exami-
nes some problematic readings on the stone and offers some tentative restorations ba-
sed on a longer line-length, which in turn provides a context that adheres more closely
to the typical Athenian treatment of a defeated ally.

First, I shall examine briefly the fragments of the inscription and the two IG resto-
rations of fragment c of the regulations for Samos, then consider several key problems
with the text preserved on the stone. Then I shall turn to the question of line-length,
before concluding with a consideration of the decree’s place in the history of the Athe-
nian Empire.

1 The Epigraphical Museum at Athens permitted me to view the fragments of this decree on
three separate occasions (spring 2003, fall 2004, spring 2005), and the Harry Ransom Center at
the University of Texas at Austin granted me access to the Meritt Collection there in summer
2007. I would also like to thank an audience at the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, especially R. Stroud, in the fall of 2004. E. Meyer and R. Stroud read and commen-
ted on drafts, and P. Perlman and S. V. Tracy provided advice and feedback. None of these is
responsible for any errors in the final product, of course.

1 Wade-Gery 1931; Meritt 1932, 48–56.
2 Questioned by Fornara 1979; Wankel 1974. Alternative readings of problematic lines

have been raised by Breslin 1980; Bridges 1980; Henry 1977.
3 By this term I mean those regulations imposed by Athens and decreed by the Council and

the People on allies who had revolted or been intransigent: Miletos, Samos, Erythrai, Kolophon,
Eretria, Chalcis. The Athenians and the Chalcidians exchange oaths, but they are not reciprocal;
see below.

*
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The Fragments of the Decree

Currently four fragments are assigned to the decree.4 This paper is largely concerned
with IG fragment c, which contains the oaths of the Samians and the Athenians. It pre-
serves ten lines of one to thirteen legible letters from the right-hand edge of the stone.
Fragment b, assigned to the top of the stone, is so fragmentary that no attempt has
been made to restore it: clear are references to Lemnos (line 4), the Peloponnesians
(line 7), and Athens or the Athenians (line 11), all of which relate to Thucydides’ ac-
count of the Samian War (1.115–118); this fragment is not under consideration here.5
Fragments d and a give a list of generals, some of whom were involved in the Samian
War, and will be discussed below.

The fragments have been linked since the publication of IG I2, which placed a, b,
and c together, although in no particular order, as no. 50.6 In 1931 Wade-Gery pub-
lished fragment d, following A. Wilhelm in linking it with the other three fragments
because of the subject matter, shared with fragment a.7 The fragments have similar let-
tering and margins, as well as, on the backs of fragments c and a, a large groove flanked
by two shallower ones.8 Only C. W. Fornara has attempted to dissociate fragments a

4 Fornara associated a fifth fragment, IG I3 145 (the «Chromon Decree») with the Samian
regulations, on the grounds of similar lettering and style (Fornara 1979, 17), but see D. M.
Lewis 1979, 18–19, and Bridges 1980, 188, for serious objections.

Another fragment with similar lettering and spacing, as well as the same measurements for
the right lateral margin, is IG I3 185, which Stroud 1971, 147–148, restored to a 28-letter line
based on the formulaic nature of the prescript. This fragment preserves three lines of a prescript
of four to seven letters from the right-hand edge of the stone, with the same lateral margin as the
other fragments on the right side. The fragment has a gray streak through its text that may be re-
lated to gray streaks found in fragments c and a (see discussion below), although the streak is less
clear here than in the other fragments. The gray streak is visible in Stroud’s photograph;
autopsy indicates its distance from the right-hand edge of the stone is identical to that of the gray
streak in fragment c, which may suggest a close link between the two fragments if they are indeed
from the same stone. The only serious objection to the association of this fragment with the de-
cree is that its line-length must be 28 letters, shorter even than Wade-Gery’s line. I believe that
the fragment is linked to this decree in some way; perhaps, as with IG I3 34 and IG II2 2496, the
first lines of the decree were inscribed on a narrower line-length than the rest of the decree to
allow for a decoration (painting or relief) in the upper-left corner of the stele? Another possibil-
ity is that our stone actually contained a continuous series of decrees, of which fr. b represents a
decree involving Lemnos and the Peloponnesians, fr. c and perhaps Stroud’s fragment the
Athenian settlement with the Samians, and perhaps frr. a and d part of that decree or another de-
cree (see discussion of those fragments below).

5 It is hard for me to imagine that this fragment could be reconstructed on something as short
as a 35-letter line; the references to Lemnos and the Peloponnesians suggest a fairly complex text.

6 Fr. c was also printed on its own as a different inscription as no. 102, with different readings.
7 Wilhelm 1898, 472; Wade-Gery 1931.
8 These are originally the observations of Homer Thompson, cited by Wade-Gery 1931,

311–312. Bridges 1980, 185–186, also discusses the evidence of the back of the stone, and
points to a shared fractural pattern in fragments c and a; see his excellent photographs. Autopsy
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and d from c on the basis of letter-forms, punctuation, and the fact that the back of the
stele is not original.9 Autopsy of the stone confirms that the fragments should be as-
sociated; although letter-shapes may occasionally differ, they never do so drastically,
and letter-size is overall consistent throughout the four fragments, as is the size of the
stoichoi.10 I now turn to fragment c, my focus here; the fragments of the strategic list
will be discussed at the end of this paper.

Meritt’s restorations (ATL II D 18, IG I3 48, M-L 56; cf. Staatsverträge II 159):

Stoix. 35 [-----------------------dr]- 15
[ˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ bole÷so to§ i dwmoi to§ i [ùena]-
[›on hfi ti ©n d÷nomai kalÌn k]aÏ $gaùfin, [o\dÍ $]-
[postwsomai $pÌ to§ dwmo to§ []ùena›on o¾te l[fi]-
[goi o¾te örgoi o\dÍ $pÌ to§ n] xsymmˇxon to§ n [-
[ùena›on, kaÏ ösomai pistÌ« t]o§ i dwmoi to§ i [ù- 20
[ena›on· [ùena›o« d’ çmfisai· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ
[bole÷so kalÌn to§ i dwmoi to§ i] Sam›on hfi ti ©n
[d÷nomai kaÏ ãpimelwsomai Sa]m›on kat@ h@[h]-
[omolfigesan hoi strategoÏ hoi] [ùena›on [ka]-
[Ï hoi ¡rxonte« hoi Sam›on· Kalli]krˇte[« eÚp]- 25
[e (IG I3 48.15–26)

Lines 15–17: The d÷nomai clause is not strictly parallel with the corresponding recip-
rocal clause in the second oath (21–23), as usual in reciprocal oaths (see below). Given
the state of our text, the normal parallel clauses of reciprocal oaths are possible, but
the restorations must be changed and the line lengthened, if this is to be achieved.

Line 17, kalÌn k]aÏ $gaùfin: Unparalleled in fifth-century literature and inscrip-
tions; it is to the best of our knowledge a fourth-century phrase.11 H. Wankel would
prefer simply $gaùfin alone, but Fornara argues that such an adverb is usually part
of a list, and that a phrase like d›kaion kaÏ $gaùfin, which would require two more
letter spaces, would suit better.12 ATL restores kalfin before $gaùfin, but -ai $gaùfin is
not the end of a list: in all instances of -ai $gaùfin on stone, the -ai belongs to a verb,
almost always a form of d÷nomai. $gaùfin is also always first in such a list of abstract
qualities.

of the fragments in the Epigraphical Museum confirms the grooved back. Bridges 1980, 186,
also points to «a greyish, sugary streak» common to fragments c and a, which I also note from
autopsy.

9 Fornara 1979, 17; but cf. Wade-Gery 1931, 312 n. 1; Bridges 1980, 185–186 for re-
sponses to Fornara.

10 Cf. IG I3 48 for exact measurements.
11 Wankel 1974, 250–251. The only other fifth-century instance of the phrase is also com-

pletely restored to the regulations for Kolophon (IG I3 37.44).
12 Wankel 1974, 253; Fornara 1979, 16.
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Line 17: A. S. Henry notes that in lines 17–18 the restoration [o\dÍ $]|[postwsomai
is improper negative coordination; it should be kaÏ o\k $postwsomai.13

Line 18: The lambda of l[figo«] should be dotted. On the stone itself, I see in this
stoichos a stroke sloping up from the bottom left of the stoichos to where the stone
breaks on the right. The stroke crosses almost the full stoichos. On the right side of the
stoichos, I see a faint mark sloping up from just outside the lower right corner of the
stoichos to the middle of the stoichos, where it would be at the proper angle to intersect
with the other stroke, although any intersection is not preserved on the stone.14 The
possibility of a different reading may exist here. Meritt read lambda, which is epi-
graphically possible but hardly secure.

Line 20: As Fornara notes, we would expect the noun xs÷mmaxo« with ösomai
pistfi«, which would require nine more letters.15 Otherwise, there is no referent for
pistfi«.

Line 21: Fornara notes that the oath formula [ùena›o« d’ çmfisai should include a
phrase like kat@ tˇde, which would require eight more letters.16

Line 23: If the restoration [ãpimelwsomai] is correct, it would be the only instance of the
verb in an oath (all other extant occurrences of this verb are part of the decree proper).

Hiller’s restorations (IG I2 50; cf. IG I2 102):

Stoix. 44 – – kat@ tˇde Sam›o« çm]- 20
[fisai· drˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ bole÷so kalÌn k]aÏ $[g]aùÌ[n hfi, ti ©]-
[n d÷nomai pantÏ sùwnei to§ i dwmoi to§ i []ùena›on, o\[d’ $po]-
[stwsomai to§ dwmo to§ [ùena›on o\dÍ to§ n] xsymmˇxon to§ n [-
[ùena›on, kaÏ xs÷mmaxo« ösomai pistÌ« t]o§ i dwmoi to§ i [ù-
[ena›on. [ùena›o« dÍ çmfisai kat@ tˇde· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ 25
[bole÷so kalÌn kaÏ $gaùÌn to§ i dwmoi to§ i] Sam›on hfi, ti ©n
[d÷nomai pantÏ sùwnei . . . . . 13 . . . . . . Sa]m›on kat@ ha[.] (IG I2 50.20–27)

Lines 22, 27, pantÏ sùwnei: pantÏ sùwnei in the promise «I shall act and speak and give
good counsel as best I can with all my might to the people of Athens» is unparalleled;
pantÏ sùwnei does occur in oaths, but only in promises of military assistance, and it is
not epigraphically attested before the fourth century.17

13 Henry 1977, 156. Meritt 1984, 131, dismisses Henry’s argument without discussion.
14 I also see this second sloping mark in three of the four squeezes of fragment c in the Meritt

Collection at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin. The squeezes at the
Aleshire Center at Berkeley are ambiguous, as are the CSAD squeezes online (http://www.csad.
ox.ac.uk/CSAD/Images/200/Image216.html). I thank R. Stroud for checking the Aleshire
squeezes for me.

15 Fornara 1979, 16.
16 Fornara 1979, 16.
17 Cf. Meiggs-Lewis, Add. 62 bis 19 (I date this to the fourth century; see Bolmarcich

2008 for discussion and bibliography); Staatsverträge II 223.6, 224.5, 8, 248.27–28, 29, 257.51,
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The oath restored in the IG I2 version is fuller and more satisfactory than that in the
ATL/IG I3 edition. The clause of acting, speaking, and giving good counsel that is
common to both oaths is reciprocal, unlike the same clause in ATL/IG I3 48.15–17,
21–23 (see above), although the clause in IG I3 still does not follow the same order of
clauses in both instances. Pistfi« in line 24 has xs÷mmaxo« to modify, and the Athe-
nians in line 25 are swearing to terms (kat@ tˇde), not simply swearing. The IG I2 ver-
sion of the oath also incorporates more standard features of oaths in Athenian im-
perial decrees than the ATL restorations (see below).

Every note above on IG I3 48, the first version of the text given, suggests that a longer
line is desirable for grammatical reasons or on the basis of epigraphic practice.
Wade-Gery believed that the line-length of the inscription as a whole could not be
longer than 35 letters, because he thought this was the maximum space required for a
list of ten generals in frr. a and d and their tribes (the generals are not identified by
patronymic and/or demotic, as usual).18 Yet left to itself, fragment c suggests a line
with a number of letters in the mid- to upper 40’s, perhaps even longer: for instance,
lines 22–24 of the text of IG I2 50, o\[d’ $po]|[stwsomai to§ dwmo to§ [ùena›on o\dÍ
to§ n] xsymmˇxon to§ n [|[ùena›on, is a very natural restoration (based on other imperial
decrees, see below) for what survives on the stone, and is 44 letters long. Likewise, lines
24–25 of IG I2 50, [ù|[ena›on. [ùena›o« dÍ çmfisai kat@ tˇde· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§ ka›, is
again a very natural restoration of 44 letters given what survives on the stone.

Yet on other grounds the oath-clauses are still not satisfactory as restored in any
version. In both restorations, they are simply too short. The six-line Samian oath with
a 35-letter line is significantly shorter than almost any other sworn by other Athenian
subjects to Athens. The 32-letter line of the regulations for Chalcis has an oath of 12
lines (IG I3 40.21–32), while the non-stoichedon regulations for Kolophon and Eretria
have oaths of 14 and 7 lines, respectively, with the Kolophon inscription ranging from
37–41 letters per line and the Eretria inscription ranging from 33–36 letters per line;
both inscriptions break off before the oath is complete (IG I3 37.43–56, 39.6–12), so
there is no way to determine the ultimate length of the oath. Only the oath in the sec-
ond Erythrai Decree, at 4 lines long with 47 letter-spaces per line, is shorter than the
Samian oath (IG I3 15.39–42), but the non-stoichedon first Erythrai Decree had an
oath of at least 12 lines (with 44–49 letters per line), sworn by the boyl‹ (IG I3

14.21–32, possibly much longer) and this fact might have allowed the oath in the sec-
ond decree to be shorter, as a subsequent oath,19 or as an oath perhaps of the Eryth-
raian dámo«.

263.4–5, 9–10, 280.17, [22], 23, 290. 28, 29, 34, 307.7–8, [13], 309.41, 322.16, 27. The phrase does
occur in the reported fifth-century epigraphic record (Thuc. 5.23.3), but not on stone.

18 Wade-Gery 1931, 310–311. For the typical use of patronymics and demotics with stra-
tegic names, see, e.g., IG I3 364.8–9 (with demotics) and 370.20–21 (with patronymics and de-
motics).

19 See discussion at Meiggs – Lewis no. 40, and Highby 1936, 33–35.
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These parallels all suggest that the line-length in the Samian inscription must
be longer, since oaths in the imperial decrees tend to incorporate certain standard fea-
tures and formulae. Altered or missing from the Samian oath as currently restored are
several standard clauses in oaths for Athenian subjects. Such oaths (excluding the
present inscription) tend to take the following form and order:

1) (if present) a clause promising good counsel to the Athenians, their allies,
and the other party to the treaty, or a combination thereof (IG I3 14.21–23,
37.43–44, 89.27);

2) a clause promising not to revolt from the Athenians and/or their allies (IG I3

14.23–24, 15.40–41);
a. with the provision «neither in word nor in deed» (IG I3 37.46–47)
b. with the provision «and not by any trick nor device at all, neither in word nor

in deed» (IG I3 39.7–9, 40.21–24)
3) a clause promising not to trust in anyone but the Athenians (IG I3 14.24–25,

15.41–42), or not to trust in a rebel (IG I3 37.47, 39.9–10, 40.24); and
4) other clauses specific to the situation in which Athens and the ally might find

themselves.
There is no room for provision 2b in the current restorations, although it is not

necessary; for provision 3, is «I shall be trustworthy to the Athenians» a sufficient
replacement, especially without a noun for «trustworthy» to modify? Nor are there
(apparently) any individualized clauses specific to the Samian situation, as in 4. Is it
likely that all of these clauses have been left out? No. The Samian oath as restored is
simply too short and truncated.

44–35–?:
Key to the line length is IG I3, line 21: [ù|[ena›on· [ùena›o« d’ çmfisai· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§
kaÏ … The final six letters of [ùena›on must occupy the first six letters of the line; ]ˇso
kaÏ ãro§ ka› occupies the last twelve, with dr- extending the phrase to the last fourteen
letter-spaces. On the 35-letter line reconstruction, this leaves only fifteen letters to
reconstruct who swore this oath. kat@ tˇde is almost certainly part of such a clause
(or at the very least tˇde).20 Also necessary is a form of «to swear», and the shortest
possible version would be çmfisai. Dw is also needed as a conjunction. These three
words or phrases comprise sixteen letters – one more than Wade-Gery’s 35-letter
line will permit. (An elided d’ would fit the space exactly.) But this leaves no room for
the subject of the clause, the swearers of the oath. This suggests that the line-length
proposed by Wade-Gery is incorrect. Determining the correct length of line, then,
may depend upon successfully identifying who swore the second oath in the docu-
ment. There are several possibilities for this group: the most likely are the Athenians

20 kat@ tˇde: IG I3 39.[6], 40.3, 21, 53.12–13, 75.[6, 21], 76.16, IG II2 230.5. tˇde: IG I3 14.21,
15.39–40. IG I3 89.27 does seem to introduce an oath clause with dw alone, but the clause is in-
complete.
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or some subset of Samians, especially given the nature of democratic and oligarchic
strife on Samos at this time.21 To include either of these groups as the swearers of the
second oath, the line-length must be at least 44 letters long (TEN BOLEN and AUE-
NAIOS are each eight letters long; TEN BOLEN TEN SAMION or TEN BOLEN
TEN AUENAION vel sim. would require even more space).

The oath «I shall act and I shall speak and I shall give counsel …» is rare in the
epigraphic and literary record, in both full and partial versions. It occurs in the
regulations for Kolophon (IG I3 37.43–44), where it is sworn by all Kolophonians
to Athens; in the settlement with the rebellious Perdiccas I of Macedon (IG I3 89.27),
where context is impossible to determine but it may have been sworn by all Mace-
donians; in the Erythrai Decree (IG I3 14.21–23), where it is sworn by the Erythraian
boyl‹ to Athens; and at Arist. Pol. 1310a9–11, where it is presented in the negative as
an oath sworn by oligarchs against the dámo«. It is also part of the bouleutic oath of
Athens.22 Based on these examples, either the oath is a group (Athenian) oath, or it
is sworn by a subset of the Samian population to Athens. The Athenians seem unlikely
to have sworn it, for several reasons, most thoroughly explored by Fornara, who
pointed out that «the Athenians swore» in the text of the document has had to be
completely restored; he argues that this was not an Athenian oath but an oath sworn
by the Samian boyl‹, following an oath by the Samian dámo« to Athens.23 In place of
Meritt’s restoration [ùena›o« d# çmfisai, he offers çmfisai dÍ tÍn bolÍn kat@ tˇde,
based on the Erythrai Decree (IG I3 14.21), which suits his argument for a return to
the 44-letter line of IG I2.24

I concur that the second oath in the document is not one that the Athenians swore
to the Samians. I would first add to Fornara’s arguments that the Athenian oath
as currently restored is in an odd position in the document: it comes second, after the
Samian oath. In almost no other fifth- or fourth-century Athenian treaty is it the case
that the Athenian oath comes second,25 and it is logical that the Athenian text of a
treaty would put the Athenian oath first. The context of the oath has also long puzzled
scholars; it is, simply put, unparalleled in the Athenian imperial decrees. Her gener-

21 See Ostwald 1993. The question of the nature of the government on Samos at this time is
much fraught; see Ostwald 1993 for the most recent bibliography, and Shipley 1987, 103–122
for a summary of the historical events.

22 Rhodes 1972, 194.
23 Fornara 1979, 17–18, followed only by Ostwald 1993.
24 Fornara 1979, 18.
25 In the fifth century, Athenian oaths that are first in a treaty-text can be found at IG I3

40.3–14, 53.10–16, 54.20–23, 76.11–16; Thuc. 5.23.1, 47.4. In the fourth century, cf. Staats-
verträge II 223.4–7, 224.4–6, 248.26–30, 263.16–26, 293.16–26, 303.9–18. There are two fourth-
century exceptions: Staatsverträge II 280.12–18, a treaty between Athens and Dionysius I of Sy-
racuse, and 290.25–30, a treaty between Athens and the Arcadian League. The federal nature of
the first treaty and the personal nature of the second (it was made to protect Dionysius and not
Syracuse) may explain these aberrations.
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osity in this oath – swearing things very similar to those the Samians swore – is inex-
plicable. Was it the consequence of a desire to protect the Samian democrats? Did it
reflect a softening of imperial policy?26 While it is true that Samos is thought to have
had a «special relationship» with Athens in the fifth century,27 it did not necessarily
put her on an equal footing with Athens: «It did not matter how polite the diplomatic
phraseology used. The fact remains that the surrender of Samos was complete and un-
conditional.»28 In that case, why should Athens even swear anything to Samos? In the
six imperial decrees imposing regulations on a rebellious and subsequently defeated
subject, she swore only one oath to a conquered subject for certain:29 that to the Chal-
cidians. I offer a translation here:

«I shall not exile Chalcidians from Chalcis nor shall I devastate the city nor shall
I deprive any private citizen of his rights nor shall I punish him with exile nor shall I
imprison him nor shall I kill him nor shall I take property from anyone without trial
without the Athenian people [in agreement], nor shall I have a vote taken without
summons to court against either the commonality [Chalcidians] or any private citizen
whatsoever, and when an embassy comes I shall introduce it to the Council and the
People within ten days when I hold the prytany, as best I can. I shall guarantee this to
the Chalcidians who obey the Athenian people.» (IG I3 40.4–16)

The difference between this oath and the purported Athenian oath to the Samians
is striking. The Athenians guaranteed the Chalcidians some very basic rights, largely
freedom from different kinds of harm, direct or indirect. The Samians, on the other
hand, are guaranteed some of the same things that they guarantee to Athens. This puts
the two states on a footing of equality, hardly feasible when one state has just expended
at least nine months – and possibly as many as sixteen generals and 239 total ships,
as well as an enormous amount of money30 – to subdue the other (Thuc. 1.115.3,
116.1–2, 117.2–3). As Fornara writes, «[the Athenian oath] is an act of allegiance
confirmed by oath setting the interests of another government on the same level as
those of Athens itself . . . . . It is a great deal to attribute to the Athenians, especially on
the basis of mere restoration.»31

26 Cf. Kagan 1969, 176; Meiggs 1972, 194, both of whom note the possibility of but sound
doubtful about such a softening of Athenian imperial policy.

27 See Quinn 1981, 10–23, 50–56, for the history of this assumption and the argument that
the «special relationship» only came into being after the Samian War; lack of solid proof for it at
the time of the Samian War means that it cannot be assumed to be the reason for the Athenians
swearing an oath to the Samians in this document.

28 Meritt 1984, 132.
29 Cf. IG I3 39.1–3, for the restoration of the final clauses of the oath to the Chalcidians re-

stored to the contemporary regulations for Eretria.
30 IG I3 363 records expenditures of at least 1276T on the Samian Revolt, and probably more;

see Samons 2000, 43–49, for a review of interpretations of the decree.
31 Fornara 1979, 17–18.
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To demonstrate further the feasibility and preferability of a longer line, I propose below
(like Wade-Gery’s original 35-letter-line restorations, exempli gratia) a restoration
of 44 letters per line. I have left the name of the swearer of the second oath blank; the
eight-letter gap will suit both those who believe this to be an Athenian oath and those
who follow Fornara’s suggestion of the Samian boyl‹. I stress that these restorations
are for the purpose of further demonstrating the problems of the 35-letter line length
only; I do not propose that they be accepted as definitive. On current evidence, I do not
believe a satisfactory restoration of the regulations for Samos is possible; while we have
a number of parts of tantalizingly familiar clauses on the remains of the stone, we do
not have enough of the stone to judge what particular form those clauses took, what
other clauses might have supplemented them, or even the width of the stone itself.

[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . hfiti ©n d÷nom]ai $[g]aùÌn [kaÏ d›]- 1
[kaion kaÏ o\k $postwsomai to§ dwmo to§ []ùena›on o¾te l[fi]-
[goi o¾te örgoi trfipoi o\denÏ o\dÍ to§ n] xsymmˇxon to§ n [-
[ùena›on kaÏ xs÷mmaxo« ösomai pistÌ« t]o§ i dwmoi to§ i [ù-
[ena›on. . . . . . . 14 . . . . . . dÍ kat@ tˇde· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ 5
[bole÷so to§ n [ùena›on to§ i dwmoi kaÏ to§ n] Sam›on hfiti ©n
[d÷nomai $gaùÌn kaÏ d›kaion …8… Sa]m›on kat@ h@[.]

Lines 1–2, 6–7, [ . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . . . hfiti ©n d÷nom]ai $gaùÌn [kaÏ d›]|[kaion and hfiti
©n |[d÷nomai $gaùÌn kaÏ d›kaion: For a parallel (another clause promising good coun-
sel, but in the superlative), see IG I3 14.21–22, ¡rist[a ka]|[Ï] d[i]ka[ifita]ta. For
a quasi-parallel (in the superlative, and describing the behavior of an ally) see
IG I3 40.28–29, ¡risto« kaÏ dikaifitato«. Both of these parallels use the verb d÷nomai.
Parallels in other types of classical inscriptions are IG I3 164.20 and IG II2 1254.2 and
4, as well as SEG 46.163.4, all honorary inscriptions; cf. also Staatsverträge II 287.17,
a non-Athenian treaty between Keos and Histiaea.

Line 3, trfipoi o\den› occurs in the negative sense in one classical non-Athenian
treaty, IG XII 5.109, and on the Stele of Aristoteles, trfip8 mhùen›, IG II2 43.40–41.
A similar phrase occurs in a positive sense in the reported epigraphic record at Thuc.
5.47.3 and 4, and has been restored at IG I3 83.[9], [14], 118.[11]. It occurs as well
in later diplomatic documents in the negative: with o\den›, IG II2 1135.c.13/
IC 1.18.9.c.13, IG XII 6.1.22; with mhùen›, FD III 1.362+4.354, IG XII 3.330.47.

Line 6: On the parallel of the Erythrai Decree, IG I3 14.22, #Eryùra›on to§ i plwùei kaÏ
[ùena›on.

Line 7: There are a number of possibilities after kat@ h@[.]. After that, no certain
restorations are possible. The eight-letter gap could be filled with a verb introducing
the next clause, perhaps, depending on the identity of the swearer of the oath, some-
thing like kaÏ ¡rxso, or perhaps begins the next clause by naming a group of Samian
magistrates: hai $rxa›, for instance.

These restorations are not definitive, and I do not propose that they represent com-
pletely accurately what the Samian decree actually said. I do believe that they illustrate
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the feasibility and desirability of a line longer than 35 letters. I have based my line-
length on lines 2, 4, and 6, which seem to my mind to be very natural restorations of
the text preserved on the stone. A longer line, one of 47 letters,32 or in the 50’s or 60’s,
might also be possible.

The List of Generals

The Samian decree also includes fragments a and d, a strategic list. Since these frag-
ments are responsible for the proposal and adoption of the 35-letter line length, a few
remarks on this list are necessary. The ATL text reads:

Stoix. 35 [Ï hoi ¡rxonte« hoi Sam›on· Kalli]krˇte[« eÚp]- 25
c [e· – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – ]l[…6…]

lacuna (14 lines)
d [st]rateg[oÏ òmnyon tÌn hfirkon ··· Sokrˇte« #Ere]- 41

xùe›do« ··· Dem[okle›de« Aåge›do« ··· Form›on Pa]-
ndion›do« ··· X[. . . . . . 10 . . . . Leont›do« ··· Perikl]-
e§« ··· Gla÷kon [[kamant›do« ··· Kall]›[sstrato« Oå]- 45 a
[n]e›do« ··· Xse[nofo§ n Kekrop›do]« ··· Tlemp[filemo«]
[Aåant›do« ··· . . . . [ntiox›do]« ··· bolÍ e7rxe [ù[en]-
[a›oi« h §ei . . . . 8 . . . pro§ t]o« ãgrammˇteye R̂a-
[mnfisio« vacat ] vacat

On the basis of [st]rateg[o› and the name Glaukon,33 listed by Androtion (FGrHist
324 F 38) as a general serving against the Samians in 441/0,34 the list has been taken to
be entirely a list of generals. Wade-Gery made several assumptions before restoring
this fragment of the inscription: 1) a list of generals could only be the board of one

32 A forty-seven letter line is also possible:
[…22… hfiti ©n d÷nom]ai $[g]aùÌn [kaÏ d›]- 1
[kaion kaÏ o\k $postwsomai $pÌ to§ dwmo to§ []ùena›on o¾te l[fi]-
[goi o¾te örgoi trfipoi o\denÏ o\dÍ $pÌ to§ n] xsymmˇxon to§ n [-
[ùena›on kaÏ xs÷mmaxo« $eÏ ösomai pistÌ« t]o§ i dwmoi to§ i [ù-
[ena›on. [17] dÍ kat@ tˇde· dr]ˇso kaÏ ãro§ kaÏ 5
[bole÷so …28…] Sam›on hfiti ©n
[d÷nomai $gaùÌn kaÏ d›kaion . . 11 . . Sa]m›on kat@ h@[.]

4, $e›: Staatsverträge II 120.4–5, 159.20; cf. IG I3 53.12 and 15, and 54.22 and 26. 7, hoi ¡rxonte«
or hai $rxaÏ hai both fit the 11-letter gap.

33 No other name on the list can be restored with absolute certainty as a general’s name. -e§«
may well be Pericles; Xse- I cannot see on the stone at all, but it is clear in Meritt’s squeeze in
the Meritt Collection at the Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin. Dem- cannot be
identified, and Tlemp-, while identified by Thucydides as one of the leaders of reenforcements to
Samos in 440/39 (1.117.2), is not specifically identified by him as a general.

34 There are a number of controversies with Androtion’s list, primarily the fact that it names
eleven generals, not ten. See Harding 1994, 143–148 for a full discussion with bibliography.
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year; 2) this board, since it does not accord with the names we have from the boards
of 441/0 and 440/39, must be the board of 439/8; 3) this board swore the Athenian
oath to the Samians; 4) the list, since a board of generals would list no more than ten
generals,35 could not have a line-length of more than 35 letters; and 5) the rest of the
decree must then also have a 35-letter line. His 35-letter line only allows for nine
tribes, however, meaning that one tribe had two generals in the year listed;36 while this
objection is answered in line 46, since the -e§« before Glaukon’s name must be the
name of another general from the same tribe, the possibility of a longer line was not
allowed for.

I note here several problems with the current restorations of the generals’ list:
Line 45: According to LGPN, Kallisstratos with a double sigma is not known as an

Attic name or variant spelling outside of this instance. The sigma was doubled in ATL
II D 18 to avoid Wade-Gery’s even less satisfactory initial suggestion in the same line
of HOINEIDOS as an alternative spelling of the tribal name.37 Another name is pos-
sible; Kallistratos was only added to the list on the strength of Androtion’s testimony.
The i may be part of a personal name, a tribal name, or another word entirely. The edi-
tors of ATL created a link between fragments a and d on the basis of the i: they linked
line 1 of fragment a with the next-to-last line of fragment d, thus making the -i part of
Kallistratos of Oineis’ name; since Tlempolemos is in line 2 of fragment a and must be
the last or next-to-last name on the list, because the following line has a postscript,
this more or less dictated that one tribe had to be left off the list. But the upright stroke
in line 45 (either tau, upsilon, or iota)38 does not have to be part of the name of Kallis-
tratos of Oineis; if it is not, and if there is also no reason for the fragments to share this
particular line, the position of fr. a could be moved down a line (or even further)39 and
the upright stroke could be part of the tribal name Kekrops or one of its generals, en-
suring that this is a list of more than ten names, generals or otherwise.

Line 46: The ATL editors read -o« before Tlempolemos, instead of the -e« printed by
IG I2. Lolling, the IG I copyist (suppl. 557), saw a horizontal stroke at the bottom of
the stoichos before the sigma preceding Tlempolemos; Hiller in IG I2 50 accordingly

35 See Wade-Gery 1931, 310, for the math here. This also led to his link of the next-to-last
line of fragment d with the first line of fragment a, which itself led to further truncation of the list
(the tribe Hippothontis had to be left out).

36 There is debate over whether there was indeed one general per tribe, as [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 22.2
states; see Fornara 1971, 19–27, Rhodes 1981 ad loc., and Hamel 1998, 85–87.

37 Wade-Gery 1931, 311.
38 Or perhaps pi; the text of Lolling in IG I suppl. 557 noted a second stroke in this line, and

printed it as though it were a pi. Autopsy of the stone confirms the presence of the first upright
stroke; the stone has suffered wear since Lolling copied it, and any second stroke is no longer
visible. A P would fit Kekro]p[›do«, and also a number of potential generals’ names. Even pi or
iota alone in these two spaces could be part of the genitive of Kekropis; there is nothing that says
the upright letter must be a part of the name of the general from Oineis, unless like Wade-Gery
one wishes to make this a ten-general list.

39 Cf. also Bridges 1980, 187, on moving the «join» down a line.
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printed a dotted epsilon. J. Breslin and Bridges both argue for a name ending in -e«
here, against Wade-Gery, who arbitrarily decreed the letter to be omicron.40 I also
see the beginnings of this horizontal stroke at the edge of the stone at the bottom
of the stoichos before sigma, and absolutely nothing that indicates an omicron. In all
the fragments of the decree in which OS occur together, the space between the outer
curve of the omicron and the inner center angle of the sigma is consistently 1 cm; that
measurement, applied here, shows only blank space. Wade-Gery’s reading meant
that the name before Tlempolemos was not that of another general but a tribe,41 and a
tribal name was needed in order to preserve his argument for a single board of gen-
erals and a 35-letter line (otherwise there would have been double representation in
two tribes).

Line 47: bolÍ e7rxe is unparalleled in Greek inscriptions. [ù[en] is probably not
correct: the marks are no longer visible on the stone, but Wilhelm and Lolling
both saw the bottom of an upright stroke and a curved stroke; Wilhelm printed ho,
Lolling the genitive t §o[n or to[Ü. The lack of an article for bolw is unusual.42

The meaning of the phrase is also elusive: the boyl‹ was in office? I wish to float the
possibility that this boyl‹ may not have been the Athenian boyl‹ but the Samian
boyl‹.43

There are a few general problems with the placement of the generals’ list on the stone
as well. Bridges argues strongly for the elimination of the 14-line lacuna between
c and d, pointing out physical features of the stone (a gray streak in both fragments
and the pattern of breakage) that suggest the two fragments were very closely related.
His reconstruction is also satisfying in that the -krate- of line 25 becomes part of the
name of the general for Erechtheis, Sokrates. It also means that there is no place for a
list of Samian officials, which we might expect if this was a list of oath-swearers. While
I appreciate the strength of Bridges’s argument, especially the point that the 14-line
lacuna of ATL may be unnecessary, the fragments may not join as closely as he posits:
his pattern of breakage could extend a few lines further down than he has it, depend-
ing on the width of the stone, and it should be noted that the gray streaks in fragments
c and a cannot possibly be directly linked, since the first is nearer the right lateral mar-
gin than the second, and it slants down to the right, while the second slants down to
the left. Some space may need to be allowed between the fragments to accommodate
the different gray streaks.

40 Breslin 1980, 105–106; Bridges 1980, 185, 187, with photograph; Wade-Gery 1931,
310 (and cf. Meritt 1984, 124).

41 Or possibly another general’s name ending in -o«.
42 See Wade-Gery 1931, 313, on the phrase.
43 Luria 1927, 267–268, argues that the phrase indicates anti-aristocratic sentiments;

I would think it indicated the opposite.
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The question remains, what was this list? The evidence of Androtion (FGrHist 324
F 38), confused as it is, indicates that it cannot be the board of generals of 441/40.
The evidence of Thucydides (1.117.2) suggests that it cannot be the board of 440/39
(the year we would also expect to be the natural date of this inscription).44 ATL very
specifically defined the list as the board of generals of 439/38 (for which there is no
evidence outside of this inscription), who agreed to the pact with the Samians, and at
the same time argued that – although it was not common for generals to swear treaty-
oaths in Athenian treaties and unexpected for all ten generals to do so, unless all were
in the field against Samos,45 and it was even more unusual for generals swearing to a
treaty to be named46 – they swore the Athenian oath in the document, identified by
them as the second oath in fragment c.

But other possibilities exist for the names on this list. Bridges names a few: «Our
list may contain names both of generals and of other officers such as taxiarchs; per-
haps there are separate lists together on the stone. The names could belong to generals
of more than one year, incorporating both those who handled the Revolt from the be-
ginning and those who succeeded them.»47 More possibilities include a list of those
swearing to the treaty-oaths (assuming an Athenian oath preceding the Samian oath).
It is likely that this list has more than generals on it; the longer lines in the 40’s that I
propose above would lengthen the list to include probably 17–21 names total (the
numbers depend on whether or not the «join» of ATL is pushed down by a line).

Strategic lists on stone are very rare, making this list even less likely to be such. The
list could very well be divided into groups of officials who had fought against the Sa-
mians; different officials tend to be marked out on such lists (IG II2 102.17, 104.1), so
on this interpretation somewhere in the list there would have to be such a division.
Since we know that Glaucon was a general, and we do not know for certain that Tlem-
polemos was, the division might fall somewhere between those two names. Note that
after Oå]|[n]e›do« (lines 44–45), we do not have any certain tribal names, unless
Kekro]p[›do« can be restored (see above). Tribes might have been given for the gen-
erals alone (whose list was then succeeded by a list of other officials), and given the
confusion between the accounts of Androtion and Thucydides, we cannot be sure that
any generals who served against the Samians were from tribes VII–X.48 The generals
whom we can place on Samos for certain independently of Androtion’s evidence are

44 On the dating, see Fornara 1979, with summary of previous arguments, and the response
of Meritt 1984.

45 Also unlikely; the only known instance in Athenian history of all ten generals serving to-
gether is at Marathon. If all ten generals were at Samos, who would guard the frontiers of Attica,
lead Athenian troops in suppressing the Byzantian revolt, or serve in any other trouble-spots
that year?

46 See Mosley 1961 on the identities of officials likely to swear treaties in classical Greece.
47 Bridges 1980, 187.
48 Nor do we know for certain if tribes I–VI were all included on the list: Leontios and Aigeios

do not survive on the stone at all.
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from tribes V (Pericles) and II (Sophocles),49 although there were undoubtedly more.
There might then, be a few generals’ names, and then other types of officials. This
would explain the presence of another personal name before Tlempolemos.

If our list holds seventeen names, that suggests that it may indeed be a list of those
who swore to these treaty terms.50 Although there was no fixed number of swearers,
the Peace of Nicias and the Spartan-Athenian alliance of 421 both list 17 oath-swear-
ers for each side (Thuc. 5.19.2, 24); the Athenian group includes three generals and
two former generals, and our list might have similar representatives. These could be
organized by tribe (Thuc. 5.19.2, 24.1).51 Those who swore might well include some,
but not all, of the generals or other officials who had led the effort against the Samians.
While I do not believe that the second oath in fragment c is an Athenian oath, I do be-
lieve that an Athenian oath might well have come before the text on fragment c, as
Athenian oaths occur also in that position in the Chalcis Decree (IG I3 40.4–16) and
perhaps the Eretria Decree (IG I3 39.1–3, heavily restored). There is no corresponding
list of Samian oath-swearers, however, which might not be expected if indeed all Sa-
mians swore the oath. (The lists of names should follow the order of the oaths: Athe-
nians first, Samians second, the swearers of the second oath on c third, if necessary.)
This is impossible, given where the text on the stone ends, unless the bolw of line 46
officially records that the Samian boyl‹ swore an oath.

The point here is that this list cannot on present evidence be satisfactorily restored.
While it offers several lines that must seem to be a certain length, those lines only seem
that way because of the assumptions made that the names on this list represent a
single board of ten generals, which resulted in a shorter line length, appropriate for a
list of ten names. Fragment c also has lines that must be a minimum length, and that
minimum is 44 letters. We have no parallels for the strategic list, but we do have a
number of parallels for the oaths sworn by defeated allies in imperial decrees. Frag-
ment c clearly falls within the tradition of those oaths, and its needs in terms of resto-
ration should have primacy over fragments a and d and the uncertain nature of the list
they preserve.

49 Sophocles’ presence is not without controversy: see Hypoth. ad Ant. 1.15–17; Vita Sopho-
clis 9; Athen. 603f 1–2; Ehrenberg 1954, 117–119; Kagan 1969, 175–176; R. G. Lewis 1988;
Woodbury 1970.

50 Not to be confused with the members of an embassy to the Samians, since embassies rarely
had more than ten men; see Mosley 1965, 255–266, and 1973, 55–62. On Athenian commis-
sions of seventeen, see Oliver 1951, who argues that «[t]he curious number seventeen became,
precisely at Athens, a traditional number for the representation of parties making peace or
alliance.» This is probably going a little far (see the objections of Andrewes – Lewis 1957, 177),
but Oliver is correct that the number seventeen is known from three treaties: Thuc. 5.19.2,
5.24; IG II2 40.1; and cf. Plat. Leg. 761e.

51 On this, see Hornblower ad loc.; Andrewes – Lewis 1957; Oliver 1951.
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Historical Reverberations

This document is key to Athenian imperial studies in several ways. The second oath,
when it is assumed to be sworn by Athens, suggests both a close, «special» relationship
between Athens and Samos, and the fact that the oath is taken to the Samian dámo«
suggests that Athens established a democracy at Samos in 440/39. The same oath also
suggests that towards the end of the Pentecontaetia period, Athens was not treating
her allies (or not all of them) with the previously heavy hand of the 440’s.

If the Athenians did not swear the second oath, these three conclusions must all
change. The nature of the «special relationship» between Athens and Samos has
already been questioned by T. J. Quinn, who concludes that there is no evidence for
such closeness until the Samians showed extreme loyalty to the Athenian cause after
the disasters at Syracuse and Aegospotami.52 There would also have been no marked
change in Athenian treatment of her allies if they did not swear a comparatively leni-
ent oath to the Samians.

The second conclusion, that this oath supports the idea that Athens established a
democracy at Samos, is also more dubious now; additionally, insofar as this document
has been taken to indicate a widespread Athenian practice of establishing democracies
in allied states, this must also be questioned. At the beginning of the revolt, Thucy-
dides notes that some private citizens (¡ndre« ådiâtai, 1.115.2) on Samos wished to
change the government. The first Athenian expedition there resulted in the imposi-
tion of a democracy (dhmokrat›an, Thuc. 1.115.3; cf. Plut. Per. 25), the only use of
the word in the entire Samian account. This has been taken to mean that the private
citizens wanted a democracy. The democracy was then overthrown (1.115.5),
and neither Thucydides nor Plut. Per. 28 mention another change from oligarchy
to democracy after the second Athenian expedition to Samos, although Diod. Sic.
12.28.4, a confused passage, does. At Thuc. 8.21, the dámo« returns to power in Samos,
replacing the dynato›. D. W. Bradeen observes that all this, taken together, «would
imply no change in the surrendering government, which was an oligarchy».53 Yet there
is much debate in the scholarship over whether the Athenians established democracy
twice on Samos, and, if so, whether perhaps an oligarchy had been briefly established
at Samos after the Sicilian disaster, and these are the dynato› referred to at Thuc.
8.21.54 Thucydides pays little attention to terms like «democrat» and «oligarch» in

52 Quinn 1981, 10–23.
53 Bradeen 1960, 265 n. 48.
54 For a democracy imposed on Samos after the revolt: ATL III.151–153; Barron 1966,

80–93 (cf. Kraay 1976, 332–334); Gallo 2005; Kagan 1969, 176; Meiggs 1972, 192–193;
Prandi 1978. Those who argue for the establishment of a democracy, which was then at some
point before 412 supplanted by an oligarchy, include Andrewes, HCT 5.45; Cartledge 1982,
260–261; and Legon 1972, 154. If this were true, I think Thucydides would have made this ex-
plicit, the better to draw comparisons with the affair of the 400 at Athens in 411. Schuller 1981
believes that the 412 affair was an internal conflict in the democracy; but cf. Thuc. 8.63.3, which
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his Samian narrative, compared to their frequent use elsewhere in passages like the
Corcyraean stˇsi«; this suggests that he did not view the identity of the govern-
ment on Samos as worth noting, or that democracy vs. oligarchy was not the issue at
hand. I believe Bradeen is correct to take the simplest view of Thucydides’ account
possible.

If the Athenians do not swear the second oath to the Samian dámo«, this would sug-
gest a democracy was not established after the revolt.55 I would note that the history
of political struggle in Samos in the sixth and fifth centuries BC is not one of democ-
racy against oligarchy, but of pro-Persians against anti-Persians, and of aristocratic
factionalism;56 democracy and oligarchy do not enter into it. Polycrates of Samos
medized (Hdt. 3.44–46), creating a resistance to his rule among the Samian aristo-
cracy (Hdt. 3.46–47, 54–57),57 and was succeeded by the aristocrat Maeandrios (Hdt.
3.142–146, 148);58 his successor Syloson was installed by Darius (Hdt. 3.146–149), and
Syloson’s son Aiakes, tyrant from 514–499 and ca. 493-ca.480, supported Persia (Hdt.
6.13–14). At the Battle of Lade there was a split among the aristocrats who served as
ship-captains, many deserting to Persia and only eleven remaining loyal to the Ionian
cause (Hdt. 6.13–14). After Aiakes’ presumed death, the pro-Persian tyrant Theomes-
tor was installed by the Persians (Hdt. 8.85.3, 9.90). Samos was then liberated by an ar-
istocratic, presumably anti-Persian party under Hegesistratos (Hdt. 9.90.1). This is the
government that joined the Delian League and became a staunch, non-tributary ally
of Athens, inviting her to take on the hegemony of the Delian League (Thuc. 1.95.1;
Plut. Ar. 23) and later to move the treasury from Delos to Athens (Plut. Ar. 25). There
is no indication that this was ever a democratic government;59 it was simply a pro-
Athenian, anti-Persian government.60 Samos had an obvious interest in belonging to
the Delian League in its role as an anti-Persian instrument;61 the Samian oligarchs or
aristocrats would not have found membership onerous, as aristocrats in other allied

refers to an uprising against a Samian oligarchy. Those who believe that Athens allowed Samos
to remain oligarchic after the first, failed imposition of a democracy include Bradeen –
McGregor 1973, 120–121; Fornara 1979; Ostwald 1993; Shipley 1987, 119–122; and
Will 1969.

55 See Welwei 1986, 188, who thinks dámo« here may mean simply the Samian populace, not
a political body.

56 Sometimes related to the question of medizing (Shipley 1987, 103–109, and esp. 112),
but also perhaps over relations with Sparta (Cartledge 1982; Shipley 1987, 55, 57, 86; and
fr. b).

57 See Mitchell 1975.
58 On Maeandrios’s anti-Persian goals but aristocratic ideals, Mitchell 1975, 86.
59 But see Barron 1966, 80–93 and Kraay 1976, 333, both of whom on the basis of numis-

matic evidence see democratic-oligarchic changes at Samos throughout the fifth century. I find
both their accounts difficult to verify on historical grounds.

60 Cf. Shipley 1987, 109.
61 Cf. Cartledge 1982, 260–261.
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states (who had to shoulder the burden of tribute payment)62 did, since Samos was
non-tributary, and Athens would have benefited immensely from having a stable ally
on almost her very frontiers with Persia.63

A close reading of the accounts of the Samian Revolt suggests that the question of
Persia, not oligarchy64 or democracy, might have played a major role. We do not know
the political persuasion of the private Samians who sought out Athenian aid to change
the government; we only assume they were democrats because that is the government
that was installed,65 and that assumption may well be correct. What we do know is
that «some of the Samians» (tân dÍ Sam›vn … tine«, Thuc. 1.115.4) – whether
they had been the government or not is unspecified – fled to the mainland, sought
help from the Persian satrap Pissouthnes, receiving seven hundred mercenaries
(Thuc. 1.115.4–5), and returned to Samos, overthrowing the new democracy while
Pericles was absent because of concerns over a possible attack by the Phoenician fleet
in the service of Persia (Thuc. 1.116.3). These were presumably the later Samians of
Anaea (Thuc. 3.19.2, 32.2, 4.75.1), who had Persian ties and harassed the island Sa-
mians and the Athenians, and who may have minted a coin with the Persian name
Batis, perhaps a Persian official under Pissouthnes.66 Given all these links with Persia,
it is possible that the government of Samos suffered a split between pro- and anti-Per-
sian factions at the time of the Samian War. The Athenian goal, then, was to expel the
pro-Persian faction, which they twice did, and leave a government as stable as possible
in its place. Their first attempt, a democracy, proved unsuitable, and may have been
ill-judged given the aristocratic traditions on Samos, and so they may have allowed
the Samians to return to their former oligarchic government, setting up a boyl‹ (as
at Erythrai) that swore an oath of loyalty to the Samian dámo«, much as that dámo«
swore an oath to the Athenians. Such an oath might have helped ensure that Samos
preserved the civic harmony needed for a state so close to Persia. Fornara’s sugges-
tion of the second oath in this document as an oath of a Samian boyl‹, then, may well
be right.

It has become a truism in Athenian Empire scholarship that Athens set up
democracies among her allies. The Athenians may also have set up democracies at
Erythrai and Kolophon; the latter reference has been restored (IG I3 37.49),67 and in

62 Rhodes 2007, 35.
63 Cf. [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 24.2, which refers to Samos, Lesbos, and Chios as the guards of

Athens’s empire.
64 I am using «oligarchy» for convenience’s sake; I suspect the government of Samos would be

better described as aristocratic (cf. Diod. 12.27.3) or plutocratic (cf. Shipley 1987, 120, 122), as
the term gevmfiroi (Thuc. 8.21; cf. Shipley 1987, 39–41) suggests.

65 The war itself is «about Priene», which may suggest land ownership in the Samian peraea
may have been an issue; see Shipley 1987, 119–120.

66 Barron 1966, 92.
67 An unlikely restoration, given that dhmokrat›a in inscriptions is otherwise exclusively a

fourth-century or Hellenistic word.
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the Erythrai Decree there is an obvious effort to ensure that the government the de-
cree establishes remains hostile to Persia (IG I3 14.27). Parallels have been drawn
previously between the language of the Samian and Erythraian decrees;68 e.g., the
two decrees are the only ones to involve oaths sworn not just to the Athenians but
to the Athenians and their allies, suggesting a Delian League context for both: and
what could be more characteristic of the Delian League than professed hostility to
Persia?69 Thuc. 1.19.1 presents an opposition between the Spartans, who established
oligarchies in their allied states, and the Athenians who exacted tribute, both states
acting to keep allies in line. This suggests that the Athenians did not make a habit
of establishing democracies. Kolophon, the other possible democracy established
by the Athenians was also troubled by internal division between medizers and non-
medizers, as well as attacks by the Persians, as Samos and Erythrae may have been as
well.

It is notable that the three states for which we have the best evidence for such a prac-
tice – Kolophon, Erythrai, and Samos – were all in Ionia, near Persia, and all had
known problems with pro-Persian sympathizers. This decree does not suggest that the
Athenians established a democracy at Samos from 439–412; it suggests that if they in-
terfered in Samian affairs, they did so to establish a pro-Athenian and stable govern-
ment, which may very well not have been a democracy. Nor did the Athenians give the
Samians any special treatment in 440/39.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that: 1) the current restorations of the Athenian regu-
lations for Samos are unsatisfactory on the grounds that they do not fit the larger
pattern of allied oaths in Athenian decrees; 2) that, in particular, the length of line pro-
posed by Wade-Gery and adopted by the editors of ATL and IG I3 is too short and
truncated, since it depends on various assumptions made about fragments a and d
of the decree and ignores the needs of fragment c; 3) that the minimum line-length of
the decree is 44 letters and possibly much longer; and 4) that the current restorations
and the assumptions that accompany them have caused several problems in Athenian
imperial studies, among them the apparent leniency of the Athenians towards the
Samians and whether Athens did or did not permit oligarchic governments among
her allies. I suggest that Athens was not lenient towards the Samians, that they did not
impose democracy a second time at Samos, and, indeed, that there was little Athenian
predilection for imposing democracies among her allies in general; rather, they were
more interested in supporting anti-Persian governments, whatever constitutional

68 Cf. Meiggs – Lewis no. 56.
69 The Peace of Callias has some bearing on the situation in Ionia; while I believe such a peace

was in effect, it did not prevent the Persians from interfering in the internal affairs of Athenian
allies in Ionia, as at Erythrai and Kolophon.
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form they may have taken. The question of what the Athenian regulations for Samos
actually said should be reopened.
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